Background
AboitizPower Corporation owns, operates and manages various strategically located power generation plants, distribution utilities and retail electricity providers in the Philippines. Aboitiz is the second largest electric utility in the Philippines and one of the biggest users of Oracle enterprise technology in Asia.

Challenge
Aboitiz had deployed Oracle Utilities Work Order Management (WAM) and Oracle Utilities Customer Care and Billing (CC&B) which provided a solid foundation for managing their customers, jobsites, and assets; however, no mapping system existed that could both complement and power their geospatial needs while also being easily deployable to their large end-user base. Aboitiz had spent years looking for a single mapping platform that could be used by the entire company from C level down to design technicians.

Missing the mapping component, they lacked visibility into both operations and delivery of service. For example, their customer service personnel did not have insight into the location of either planned or unplanned outages; provisioning of services was a five day process to track down information; and there was no easy way to communicate the spatial location of field assets to business users.
Our focus is on empowering companies to leverage the location component of their business data thereby streamlining operations, increasing client-reations and consolidating internal user systems. Let us help you geo-enable your data. Our Sales Team will work with you to determine how Navagis GeoSmart can best impact your company. For more information and to see a demonstration of Navagis GeoSmart: contact: sales@navagis.com
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